Dear Quanto-siasts,
After four years of project development, we are excited to announce that our team
has managed to overcome all the obstacles and challenges that a project like ours
brings. As a result of their tremendous efforts, in December 2021, we are
launching the Beta Version of our Second Generation Mobile-Only Digital &
Blockchain Bank of the Future on Google Play and Apple Store for testing. Upon
successful completion of this phase, we are expecting to release it for the general
public in Q1 2022.
Stay tuned for our very special announcement in the coming days regarding
registration to become one of the lucky 100 who will be able to test and receive
EUR 100 on their real cards after testing!
The past six months have kept us very busy with overcoming technical, legal,
compliance and security testing challenges. At the same time, we have
encountered amazing new collaborations and a huge interest from the investors'
side.
Here are some of the wonderful highlights:
Over the past few months, we have been ramping up our blockchain team and
expanding our respective collaborations with blockchain and DeFi experts
from Romania, Russia and Australia. We are honored to have the former CTO
of CHRONO.TECH and blockchain expert Mikel join our team.
The blockchain integration will start with a voting solution for our WECARE
project. Upon approval by the VISA compliance department, further blockchain
solutions like exchange, swaps, lending, staking will be introduced.
On the QUANTOCOIN part of the project, we are excited to announce that we
have partnered with the amazing team of TIMEX.IO to migrate our blockchain
from the WAVES PROTOCOL to the BINANCE SMART CHAIN, which will allow
us and our customers a faster, more secure and cheaper implementation of
blockchain and, eventually, crypto transactions. We have been using the Waves
Platform for the past four years, and while we appreciate its decentralized
exchange opportunities, it is high time to adjust to recent market
developments and switch to a ETHEREUM compatible blockchain, awaiting the
ETHEREUM 2 release, from which our DeFi solutions shall further benefit.
Due to regulatory requirements, but also in order to have QTC Token holders
benefit fully from the QuantoPay project development, we have delayed the
listing of our tokens. While we are in discussions with various exchanges, the
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launch is now confirmed for
January 2022 with TIMEX and
LATOKEN, right after the
QuantoPay Beta Version release.
All QUANTOCOIN token holders will
shortly be informed about the
migration/swap process from their
Waves wallets to the Binance Smart
Chain compatible wallets. The
process will be co-organized and
supervised, as per internationally
applicable highest KYC and AML
standards, by TIMEX and ONFIDO.
The QuantoPay platform is currently undergoing its final security and
compliance checks by our partners BITSENTINEL, RHEINMETALL, ZTP and
STARCLUSTER, before a final check and approval by CONTIS and VISA will be
provided.
Our new office in Romania is in Cluj-Napoca in the wonderful location of The
Stables. It is close to our new strategic front and backend partners from ZYNK,
who have done an amazing job, in the past couple of months, to help us
overcome all the latest technical obstacles.
Last but not the least, we are proud to announce a cooperation with one of the
leading international chartered accounting and consulting companies,
MAZARS, which is specialized in the Fintech and challenger bank segment.
Through their support, we envision the addition of some remarkable
investments into our project, in the near future.
Keep an eye on our new www.QuantoPay.com webpage in the coming days to stay
up-to-date with the latest news and promotions*.
London, Gibraltar, Prague, Cluj-Napoca 14th Dec 2021
* As always, before participating in our IEO/ICO or obtaining convertible notes, obtain proper advice and please read our
T&C and White Paper on www.quantocoin.io
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